This pressure-sensitive text graphic and/or decal graphic for your vehicle’s body OR windshield looks great
(almost as good as the automobile itself!) It is very easy to apply also:
(1)

Clean the site where the decal will be applied with soap and a solvent such as rubbing alcohol or
Goo Gone, then rinse (H2O) and dry the application area. Also, wash your hands well in case you
come into contact with the adhesive side of the decal.

(2)

Now sprinkle the cleaned area with a mixture of 1 cup water and one drop of liquid soap like Dawn,
or just pass a sponge [soaked in the mixture] across it so that some water droplets stick to the
application area- this step allows you to carefully move the text/decal graphic on a slick surface just
in case it must be repositioned.

(3)

First, smooth the entire decal over with your hand and then peel one semi-clear layer off (thus the
letters/graphics will stick to the remaining semi-clear layer, adhesive side exposed). Next, gently lay
the entire decal across the application site (do NOT press it down yet)- if you can, center it on the
first try even though you can still carefully move it thanks to STEP 2 

(4)

Once centered on the application site- which you can easily verify by viewing the decal from a
distance- you may use a dull/flat object, such as a squeegee or credit card (they’re not just for
autothings) to apply pressure and rub on the entire decal.

(5)

Finally and slowly, peel off the semi-clear layer by pulling it parallel to the application site (meaning
don’t pull it straight up), leaving behind the text/decal graphic. Also, you can use a tiny pin to
pierce any letters or graphics if a stubborn bubble proves difficult to rub out. For added security,
gently rub the entire decal once over the next day to insure adhesiveness and avoid getting a
carwash for 24 hours since those high-powered jets and brushes are sometimes too strong, lol.

PRECAUTIONS

Do not apply this text or graphic decal in very cold/warm weather. Allow your vehicle to
cool/warm inside a garage for either vehicle body or window applications. Also, do not apply your
decal during a windy day, as it cannot be reused if the adhesive side touches the ground after an
accidental fall. If the decal is long (and most text decals are), it can easily fold in upon itself
during a wind gust, which will ruin it. Keep these helpful tips in mind and you’ll do great!
WE HOPE YOUR VEHICLE LOOKS EVEN SWEETER NOW!
<< autothing.com >> The site where vehicle personalization begins!

